
December 2023

Dear Project Manager!

Celebrate 19 Years of Project Excellence with Merlin Project!
It’s time to pop the confetti! Merlin Project turns 19, and what a

magical journey it’s been. From the first line of code to the latest

feature, we’ve crafted a project management experience unlike any

other, tailored for macOS and iPadOS. Our users plan the most

beautiful buildings, invite to the most dazzling events, search for

answers to fundamental questions, explore and travel the universe,

have invented the PC, and think differently - and we are proud to

have supported their work with Merlin Project for 19 years. We are

grateful for our customers - without you, this 19th birthday would

not be possible. Here’s to many more years to come - Stay tuned for our big birthday next year when our "little

wizard" turns 20.

Introducing Merlin Project Release 8.2
Get ready to elevate your project management game! Merlin Project 8.2 is here, and it’s a

game-changer:

In the new version, you will find a new class of calculated fields on macOS and iPadOS.

Whenever the deviation from the plan is to be displayed, these fields now help:

Expected work deviation

Expected duration deviation

Expected start deviation

Expected final variance

Expected cost variance

For optimized communication, it is now possible to show various fields with context information from the opera-

tions in the workload views. In addition, general stability has been improved, particularly under macOS Sonoma

and iPadOS 17. As usual, you can find the complete release notes in a blog article.
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https://www.projectwizards.net/blog/2023/11/birthday
https://www.projectwizards.net/blog/2023/12/merlin-project-v82
https://www.projectwizards.net/blog/2023/12/merlin-project-v82


We Value Your Voice - Quick Survey Alert!
Got a minute? Your experience matters to us. Dive into our 3-question survey and let us know

how Merlin Project powers your productivity. It’s quick, easy, and helps us make Merlin

Project even better. Click here for the survey.

Coming Soon: adoc Studio - the new way of creating long-form
documentation!

adoc Studio is our new, cutting-edge writing environment for Mac and iPad users. Say good-

bye to terminal hassles: Create AsciiDoc documents, view them as HTML or PDF and export

them based on rules and attributes - all from within the application. Intrigued? Sign up for our

newsletter and be the first to get the scoop on our open beta launch. Don’t miss out on your

chance to be part of the future!

Stay Connected!
We’re buzzing with more content on social media! Follow our latest adventures on LinkedIn and Instagram for

insider tips, updates, and project magic. Plus, don’t miss out on the wisdom of fellow wizards in our forum.

If you have any questions or comments about our newsletter, we look forward to your feedback.

Until next time!

Your Merlin Project Team
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https://www.adoc-studio.app/en
https://www.adoc-studio.app/en
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https://adoc-studio.beehiiv.com/subscribe#newsletter?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=merlin_newsletter_december
https://www.projectwizards.net/blog
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/merlin-project-5/
https://www.instagram.com/merlinpm2004/
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